A harmonic field for cubane is developed by means of the following experimental data from literature: vibrational frequencies for QH 8 , sym-C 8 H 6 D2, sym-C 8 H 2 D 6 and C 8 D 8 , in addition to three Coriolis constants of C 8 H 8 . As a part of this analysis a new iteration method was developed for simultaneous fitting of vibrational frequencies and first-order Coriolis constants of a threedimensional symmetry block. The force constants were used to calculate the vibrational frequencies of all the twenty existing partially deuterated cubanes, in addition to the unsubstituted (C 8 H 8 ) and perdeuterated (C 8 D 8 ) molecules. Also the first-order Coriolis constants, mean amplitudes of vibration and perpendicular amplitude correction coefficients for selected cubane molecules are reported.
, is a highly interesting hydrocarbon because of its symmetrical cage structure, a cube skeleton of carbon atoms. The compound was first synthesized by Eaton and Cole [1] , The crystal structure was investigated by Fleischer [2] . A theoretical study of the molecular vibrations of the cubane model is due to Brunvoll and Cyvin [3] , who produced a complete set of symmetry coordinates.
Raman and infrared spectra of cubane and four of its deuterated derivatives are reported by Delia et al. [4] , The spectra were recorded in the solid state and solutions. The vapour-phase infrared spectrum of cubane. along with Raman spectra in solid and solution, were published by Cole et al. [5] . based partly on a dissertation by Pakes [6] .
The existing force field analyses [5. 6] of cubane are considered as preliminary. In the present work we have performed a detailed normal coordinate analysis taking into account both the observed Coriolis constants [5] and isotopic frequencies [4] as additional data. Furthermore, the mean amplitudes of vibration [7] were computed for the first time.
Molecular Structure
The octahedral (O h ) symmetry for the cubane molecule has been established. We have adopted Reprint requests to Prof. S. J. Cyvin. Division of Physical Chemistry. The University of Trondheim. N-7034 Trondheim-NTH. Norwegen.
the CC bond distance of 1.551 A from the x-ray work [2] , Modern ab initio computations [8] suggest this value to be about 0.03 A too low, but that is not supposed to have a significant effect on the present analysis. The CH bond distance was estimated to be 1.085 A.
Preliminary Force Fields
A simple, approximate force field was assumed in terms of a force-constant matrix based on valence coordinates including redundancies: /• CH stretchings , d CC stretchings, y CCC bendings , <5 CCH bendings .
A number of runs with different numerical values were executed in order to get a reasonable agreement of the calculated frequencies with observed data for cubane and cubane-d 8 [4] , In this process some nonvanishing interaction force constants seemed to be unavoidable. Table 1 shows the produced force constants, which are consistent with [6] , also given in Table 1 . In this run we were not able to reproduce exactly the reported calculated frequencies in the mentioned work [6] , but the general agreement was satisfactory. Pakes [6] has not calculated any isotopic frequencies. In Table 2 the calculated frequencies are compared with observed values from Delia et al. [4] , Our results are seen to be comparable with those of Pakes [6] , but give a slightly better general agreement with the observed frequencies. In general the calculations support the experimental assignment except for the lowest Eu(. v z), which is spectroscopically inactive. Most probably this frequency has been mis-assigned in the experimental works [4, 6] , This conclusion is supported by the calculations of Pakes [6] ,
Species F lu of C 8 H 8

Experimental Data
The first-order Coriolis constants [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] of the F\ u species of cubane (say Ci, C2 and C3; cf. Table 3) have been determined by means of an analysis of the rotational structure of the infrared bands in the gas phase [5, 6] : 2990, 1235 and 852 cm"
1 . Nevertheless we have adopted the infrared solid state data [4] ( Table 2) because we wish to have the corresponding experimental data for isotopic derivatives [4] for further considerations. In the first place, however, we have considered the F ]u species of light cubane. A force field was derived using the experimental ( values as additional information along with the frequencies. The C-sum rule [7, [9] [10] [11] [12] reads in the present case
The observed £ values (Table 3 ) add up to 0.005; hence the experimental error limits of about ± 0.003 are to be expected. We have modified the observed values within these limits so that they obey the C-sum rule accurately; cf. the parenthesized values of Table 3 . This modified set is the one to be used in the force constant determination.
Symmetry Coordinates
The symmetry coordinates of Brunvoll and Cyvin [3] were utilized with some modifications concerning the removal of redundancies. In the F lu species in particular the y-type coordinates were left out of S 2 . The complete expressions of the F\ u symmetry coordinates in terms of the valence coordinates are given in the following; cf. Fig. 1 angles. R and D are used to denote the XY and XX equilibrium distances, respectively.
Iteration Procedure with Linear Equations for Coriolis Constants
Observed Coriolis constants (0 are recognized as very useful additional information for determinations of force constants. General methods have been developed for £ value fittings, based on the Jacobian elements. 9£ k /dFjj [15] [16] [17] , We have developed a new iteration procedure in the case of a threedimensional species of degenerate vibrations, applicable to F, u of cubane. Here the problem is to fit six independent force constants to five independent observed data, viz. three frequencies and two independent c values. By the new procedure we were able to deduce a set of symmetry force constants which reproduce accurately all the experimental frequency and Coriolis data. The iteration procedure is outlined in the following. (ii) A linear equation for the C constants in terms of the force constants is given by [7] Here /., are the familiar parameters proportional to the squared normal frequencies [7, 13] ; C,y are the elements of the appropriate symmetrical, threedimensional block of the Coriolis C 1 matrix [7, 10] .
The force constants are adjusted to the experimental £/. product-sum, i.e. the left-hand side of (3), through Fjj + A Fjj, where (5) y=i (iii) Invert the adjusted F matrix block to obtain the compliants [7, 14] :
V 33 _ (iv) Another linear equation for the C constants exists, viz. [7] 3 3
Z (C,//.,) = Z ^//Cv
Here C,;/ are the appropriate elements of the C* matrix [7, 10] . The compliants are now adjusted to the experimental £//. quotient-sum through Njj + zl Njj, where Repeat (ii)-(v) until a self-consistent field is achieved (if possible) with a sufficient accuracy. This force field would reproduce accurately the experimental C values if the calculated frequencies were correct.
(vi) Adjust the F matrix deduced from the above iteration to the experimental frequencies according to the I^matrix approximation method [18] [19] [20] :
Use the force field from (9) under point (i). and start over again from (ii).
Numerical Calculations
The preliminary force fields (see above) are not consistent with the experimental C values, as is seen from Table 3 . The symmetry F matrix block of the force field (c) for the species F\ u reads (in mdyne/A) 4.850 0 0 4.503 -0.310 .
0.810
The F n constant was maintained during the determination of an initial force field. At first it was also attempted to keep F,2=F,3 = 0. In that case (3) together with [7, 13] 3 3 Further considerations were made with (6) included into the system, but none of the solutions gave acceptable calculated frequencies and Coriolis constants. In conclusion the approximations of F12 = F|3 = 0 had to be abandoned. A nonvanishing F|3 constant was introduced. The following numerical values were found, which obey (3) and (10) , and where F 23 and F 33 were assumed as compatible with the preliminary set of (c); see above.
4.850 0 0.249 4.037 -0.300 . and is referred to as set (d). A similar result was obtained by Cole et al. [5] after computations according to the more conventional iteration procedure.
Refined Computations for C 8 H 8 and CgD 8
Valence Force Constants
A new set of valence force constants were derived in consistence with the force field of set (d) for the species F ]u of C 8 H 8 (see above). This problem is indeterminate. We have selected nine nonvanishing parameters and determined the following numerical values (all in mdyne/A): f(r) = 4.784, f{d) = 3.400,
adjacent) = -0.099. f(r/ö opposite) = 0.099. The interaction terms all pertain to neighbouring coordinates, i.e. those having at least one C atom in common. Table 4 shows in column (d) the calculated frequencies from this force field for the whole molecule of C 8 H 8 . The corresponding symmetry force constants were deduced and subsequently adjusted according to the L-matrix approximation method (see above) to the frequencies listed in column (e) of Table 4 . They are all equal to the observed values [4] except for v 8 , where it was supposed to be more correct to use the calculated value from column (c) of Table 2 . The refined force field (e) was used to calculate the frequencies of C 8 D 8 with the result displayed in Table 4 . There are several significant discrepancies on comparing with the observed values [4] . Nevertheless, the general agreement seems good enough for our purpose, namely to use the force field as a starting point in an iteration procedure for frequency fitting of the two isotopic molecules. 
Iteration Procedure
A Standard least-squares fitting was performed for the two isotopic molecules in question, cubane and cubane-d 8 . For this purpose it was adherred to the frequencies of C 8 H 8 from column (e) of Table 4 . Some of the C 8 D 8 frequencies were modified because of the inaccuracies in the Teller-Redlich product rule for the observed frequencies [4] ; cf. Table 5 . We do not report here the complete force field consistent with columns (f) of Table 4 Deila et al. [4] have included sets of observed frequencies for sym-cubane-d 2 and sym-cubane-d 6 in their report.
Symmetry Coordinates
The partially deuterated molecules in question both belong to the D i( j symmetry. The normal vibrations are distributed into the different symmetry species according to ^ j
The correlations with the normal vibrations of the unsubstituted molecule of O h symmetry are well known [13] . The O h symmetry coordinates from Brunvoll and Cyvin [3] were utilized. A certain modification is described above for the S 2 (F coordinate. The following coordinates were subjected to the same type of modification, i.e. leaving out the y coordinates: S 2 (F 2g ), S 2 (A 2u ) and 5'i(F2 U ). The z-axis of the D 3d model was chosen through the atoms 9-1-5-13 (cf. Figure 1 ). Consequently the a and b coordinates of species E g and E u in the Oh model are consistent with the orientation of the corresponding tentatively standardized symmetry coordinates for a puckered hexagonal ring (symmetry D 3(i ) [21] . The different members (a, b and c) of the triply degenerate Oh coordinates had to be combined in order to fit into the Dj d scheme. The actual combinations are given below, where the Oh symmetry coordinates are symbolized by the species designations in small letters. (Table 7) were used in a conventional iteration procedure of least-squares fitting for all the four isotopic molecules. The calculated frequencies from the resulting force constants (g) are given in Table 7 .
Final Force Field
The force constants of the F\ u species were refined for the last time. Table 7 shows the calculated frequencies from the set (g). The corresponding Coriolis constants were computed with the result: Ci = -0.101, £2 = 0.301, £, = -0.200; see Table 3 for the observed values. Starting from the Table 7 . Vibrational frequencies (cm ') from least-squares fittings for four isotopic molecules of cubane, along with modified observed data. Table 6 shows the observed and theoretical product rules for sym-cubane-d 2 and symcubane-dö. The observed frequencies [4] were again modified in order to fit accurately the product rules.
F\ u force constants of set (g) the force field was refined in order to fit accurately the observed frequencies and C values according to the techniques described above: iteration procedure with linear equations for Coriolis constants, combined with the I^matrix approximation method. For all the blocks except F\ u (referring to Of, symmetry) the force constant set (g) was considered as the final one. The final force field, referred to as set (h), is given in Table 7 under columns (g). The observed (unmodified) frequencies are found in Table 2 . Table 9 shows the final calculated frequencies for sym-cubane-d 2 and sym-cubane-d 6 along with the observed data.
Analysis of all Deuterated Cubanes
Survey and Notation
Exactly twenty partially deuterated cubanes are possible, in addition to the two pure compounds 
Fig . 2 . Survey of isotopic substitutions of cubane with deuterium. Notice that two different C 2r models are encountered, here designated C 2r and C 2r ; cf. (22) and (26) . respectively. 
The correlations with the normal modes of the O h model were worked out with the result surveyed in Figure 3 . The E q (a) and E g (b) coordinates of the Oh model are correlated with A\ and B 2 of the C 4; mode, respectively; the E u (a) and E u (b) with B\ and A 2 . For the triply degenerate coordinates the following scheme applies.
The considered C 4( model is simply correlated with one of the occurring C 2l models, namely the one which applies to cubane-d 2 with the substituted
The T d Model
A cubane derivative of T d symmetry is obtained on substituting the atoms number 9, 14, 15 and 16 (cf. Figure 1) . The correlations between the species of the O h and T d models are well known [13] ; one has F V ib(Tj) = 4A \ + 4 E + 3 F\ + 7 F 2 .
The a, b and c members of degenerate symmetry coordinates are simply correlated into the separate blocks.
The C 4r Model
In the C 4 , model we have adherred to a standard orientation of symmetry coordinates applied to the pyramidal XY 4 model [22] , The cubane model was oriented so that the atoms number 1, 3, 6 and 4 (cf. 
Here the species designations in parentheses pertain to the C 4 , group. The E(a) and E(b) blocks are correlated with B 2 and B\ of the C 2r group, respectively.
The D 2/l Model
Cubane-d 4 with the substituted atoms number 9, 10, 13 and 14 belongs to the symmetry group D 2b . In this model the z-axis was maintained as in the C 4 , model, and the reflection plane through the substituted atoms was chosen as the >'z-plane. Hence the appropriate symmetrical structure of the normal modes of vibration is 
The correlation scheme with the normal modes of the O/, model is shown in Figure 4 . Here the E g (a)
Oh °2h metry 
The C s and C 2 Models C s and C 2 are the lowest possible symmetries of partially deuterated cubanes. For the C s model öne has
where the species in parentheses pertain to either one of the C 2l . or C 2v models. In the case of C 2 it was found
where the parenthesized species pertain to C 2v .
Numerical Computations of Vibrational Frequencies
The final force field (h) was used to calculate the vibrational frequencies of all the possible deuterated cubanes. The final calculated frequencies of sym-cubane-d2 (1,4-dideuterocubane, III) and symcubane-d 6 (1.2,3.4,6.7-hexadeuterocubane, XX) are shown in Table 9 . Table 10 shows the results for the C 3 , molecules of cubane-d, with /'= 1, 3, 5 and 7. The case of /'= 4 (1.2.3,5-tetradeuterocubane, XI) is found in Table 11 along with the other tetradeuterocubanes. For the sake of brevity this table does not give the full listing of frequencies for the two least symmetrical compounds, 1.2,3,7-tetradeuterocubane (XIII) and 1,2,3,4-tetradeuterocubane (XIV). Also for the remaining isotopic molecules only some selected calculated frequencies are reported here; cf. Table 12 .
Discussion of Vibrational Frequencies
A complete experimental assignment of the fundamentals of cubane-d] was furnished by Deila et al. [4] , Table 10 shows a very good agreement between the observed frequencies and our calculations. It seems clear that v ]5b and v 18b should be interchanged on comparing the calculations with experiments. This is not a real discrepancy, however. because of the ambiguities in numbering. Otherwise the mentioned investigators [4] have reported a few selected frequencies of partially deuterated cubanes from isotopic impurities in the sym-cubane-d 6 and cubane-d x samples. Their values are shown in brackets in Tables 10 and 12 . Also the assignments of these fragmentary experimental frequencies [4] are astonishingly good. This is especially true for the v 2 frequency, which was described as C-C stretch (breathing) in the experimental work [4] , The computations show this frequency to be characteristic for the abundance of D atoms in the molecule. In the four -d 4 molecules, for instance, the calculated v 2 values do not deviate more than 3 cm" 1 (cf. Table 11 ). We feel some 
Vibrational Amplitudes
The mean amplitudes of vibration. / [7] , are of great interest in gas electron diffraction studies [7. 31] . The final force field (h) was used to compute the / values of C 8 H 8 and C 8 D 8 with the results shown in Table 14 . These calculations are supposed to be quite reliable, especially because the mean amplitudes are not so sensitive for variations in force constants [7, 30] , The error limits are roughly estimated to about ± 0.0005 A for the bonded distances and about ±0.001 A for the nonbonded ones.
Modern gas electron diffraction investigations also employ the perpendicular amplitude correction coefficients, K [7, 31, 32] . The K values for cubane and cubane-d 8 were also computed from the final force field and are shown in Table 15 .
